284	RAG-TIME   AND   TANGO
Spaniards and Portugales have made so many pleasant
prosperous and golden voyages." Our voyage out was
pretty golden. We knew each other better now; you did
not call me " Sir" quite so often excepting * , of course,
in the intervals of his interminable conversations on the rail
with our unforgettable fellow-traveller, whose mysterious
relation to his lovely charge intrigued us all immensely
(particularly, if I remember, f f). But her odd guardian was
the chief attraction; and * seemed to find it almost irresist-
ible, I can never see a steamer's rail now without expecting
it to be deliciously decorated by the striped seat of *'s
trousers in earnest colloquy with George. And, in face of
all denials, I shall always believe that when George roused
me from deep sleep one equatorial afternoon to show me a
dead bird that he had bought at Pernambuco, he did it for
a modest wager. He said it was a present for his wife:
I hope she liked it.
When we were fairly in mid-ocean, the ship came to life,
which manifested itself in sports and fancy-dress;   and
though our record in the sports was poor (our single win, if I
remember rightly, was one small event normally reserved
for children and old men), I like to think that our collective
fancy-dress caused a sensation.   The hand of Bakst was
heavy on our Bluebeard, as she marshalled her five strapping
wives (including * , a most deleterious houri) in portions of
her evening dresses which were never quite the same again,
But the clou of the procession was the white elephant, our
pride, stepping impressively in four waste-paper baskets
beneath a real mahout, whom we had borrowed from his
parents. Speaking for myself, I found it more convenient
(as we were on the Equator) to be a negro slave by wearing
practically nothing except permanganate of potash, which
departed lingeringly in the course of the next few days.
But South America was drawing nearer. Brazilian ports
crept by; and our Kirkpatricks were plied with a more
feverish hand. There was a last excursion ashore at Santos,
when we all bathed and lay about and lunched and bathed.

